
INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR UNIQUE NEEDS

At Vector Security Networks, keeping your customers, employees and 

merchandise safe is our top priority. We understand what businesses like 

yours face every day. We know that criminals are adjusting to standard 

security measures. But we are adjusting, too. We work with our 

customers to stay one step ahead of individual and organized retail crime.

Vector Security Networks employs a Service Projects team to address 

specific loss prevention needs for our customers. The Service Projects 

team offers solutions ranging from adding protection points, covert 

cameras, motion detectors and DVR lockboxes to proactively replacing 

system batteries. Solutions based on our customers’ needs.

CASE STUDY #1

Our nation’s largest retailers are expressing similar issues attempting to 

combat different distraction techniques used by criminals. Here’s what 

the stores were facing:  The criminals worked in pairs. One person would 

show interest in their products and distract the staff with questions. The 

other person would rake the product into a large bag and flee. Often 

these single types of attacks would result in several thousands of dollars 

of loss.

OUR SOLUTION

We increased the number of mini DVR cameras in each store, allowing 

the stores victimized by this type of crime access to detailed video from 

multiple angles of the crime from beginning to end, with all perpetrators 

caught on camera. With this detailed footage, the store could not only 

involve the police, but they could share the video with other stores to help 

train all employees against these tactics.

CASE STUDY #2

A leading specialty supplier suffered the loss of thousands of dollars of 

electronics when a thief bypassed their glass-break detectors by 

removing an entire pane of glass intact.  If the glass doesn’t break, the 

alarm doesn’t sound.

OUR SOLUTION

Vector Security Networks installed additional specialty motion detectors 

to notify our central station of any movement after hours. We also 

partnered with the store as they remodeled to ensure they remain 

protected after the work was done and into the future.

1-888-8-VECTOR | vectorsecurity.com/networks

BATTERY REPLACEMENT PROGRAM

When your security panel battery is low, it beeps. And it’s 

annoying. To you, to your staff and most importantly, to  your 

customers. What’s more, your alarm system may be 

rendered inoperable.

Did you know that Vector Security Networks offers a 

proactive battery replacement program that ensures that your 

system stays activated and that your sales are not affected 

by that annoying and distracting beep…beep…beep.

Thousands of customer sites have benefited from this   

proac-tive program. Make yours the next one.

For a full list of Vector Security license information, visit 

www.vectorsecurity.com/licenseinfo 
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